12 Animals

Match the pictures to the words in the box at the bottom of the page.

- [ ]   
- [ ]   
- [ ]   
- [ ]   
- [ ]   
- [ ]   
- [ ]   
- [ ]   
- [ ]   
- [ ]   
- [ ]   
- [ ]   

- crocodile
- elephant
- hedgehog
- penguin
- owl
- camel
- eagle
- tiger
- monkey
- giraffe
- shark
- mouse
- snake
- zebra
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Before you start, check the meaning of these words:

- Shark
- Eagle
- Tiger
- Zebra
- Mouse
- Elephant
- Crocodile
Before you start, check the meaning of these words:

- Penguin
- Giraffe
- Owl
- Camel
- Hedgehog
- Monkey
- Snake